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Quick Games

Time: 5-6 minutes
Number of Participants: One or multiple small groups
Skill Building: Creativity and Innovation
Tools Needed: Any random objects
Rules: This is a great 5-minute team building game. Give an object 
to one person in each group.
One at a time, someone has to go up in front of the group and 
demonstrate a use for that object.
The rest of the team must guess what the player is demonstrating. 
The demonstrator cannot
speak, and demonstrations must be original, possibly wacky, ideas.
Objective: This team building exercise inspires creativity and 
individual innovation.

Game of
Possibilities

Time: 5-6 minutes
Number of Participants: Two or more people
Skill Building: Positivity and Redirection
Tools Needed: None
Rules: Partner A shares something negative that happened in their 
life with Partner B. It can be a personal or work-related memory, 
but it has to be true. Then Partner A discusses the same
experience again, but focuses only on the positive aspects. 
Partner B helps explore the silver lining of the bad experience. 
A�erward, they switch roles.
Objective: Participants discover how to reframe negative situations 
into learning experiences together.

Winner/
Loser



Quick Games

Time: 5 minutes or less
Number of Participants: 3-6 per group
Skill Building: Communication and Team work
Rules:Make groups of three to six. Each team has to market 
thousands of used washing machines they’ve come to own. 
Prepare a 30-second sales pitch delivered to the other teams.
Vote on the one most likely to succeed.
Count to 33
Time: 5 minutes
Number of Participants: (not more than 20)
Skill Building:Listening, Communication, and Problem Solving
Tools: None
Rules: Have the participants stand up and form a circle. Let the 
participants shout out numbers in the sequence from 1 up to 33 
clockwise. Give the instruction: “Whenever your number is dividable 
by 3 or ends with a 3 you have to clap your hands together instead of 
shouting out the number.  ”Whenever a participant makes a mistake, 
the following participant has to start all over again with 1. Debrief 
when the group reaches the number 33. Participants will end up with 
this sequence (numbers are shouted): 1 2 clap 4 5 clap 7 8 clap 10 11 
clap clap 14 clap 16 17 clap 19 20 clap 22 clap clap 25 26 clap 28 29 
clap 31 32 clap
miscellaneous: Marcel van Hove pointed out:

Marketing 
Washers

Time: 1 - 2 minutes
Number of Participants: Any
Skill Building: Productivity and Contribution
Tools Needed: None
Rules: This one is for those of you looking for a great indoor team 
building game that won’t take up much time. Before a meeting, have 
each individual walk around and share what they hope to contribute 
to the meeting with as many people as possible. If you want, o�er a 
prize for the person who shares with the most people, and another 
for the person who successfully contributes what they shared.
Objective: Improves meeting productivity and makes attendees 
think about how they’re going to contribute, rather than just what 
they hope to get out of the meeting.

Purpose 
Mingle



Ice Breakers

Time: 1 - 2 hours
Number of Participants: Four or more small groups
Skill Building: Leadership Skills and Problem Solving
Tools Needed: Di�erent jigsaw puzzles for each group
Rules: Have everyone break o� into small, equal-sized groups. 
Give each group a di�erent jigsaw puzzle with the same di�iculty 
level. The goal is to see which group can complete their jigsaw 
puzzle the fastest. However! Some pieces will be mixed around in 
other group’s jigsaw puzzles. It’s up to the team to come up with a 
way to get those pieces back — either through negotiating, trading, 
exchanging  team members, etc. Whatever they decide to do, they 
must decide as a group.
Objective: This activity will rely heavily on problem solving and 
leadership skills. Some team members might stand out and some 
might stand back, but it’s important to remember that the entire 
team must come to a consensus before a decision is made.

The Barter 
Puzzle

Time: 1 - 2 hours
Number of Participants: Four or more small groups
Skill Building: Leadership Skills and Problem Solving
Tools Needed: Di�erent jigsaw puzzles for each group
Rules: Have everyone break o� into small, equal-sized groups. 
Give each group a di�erent jigsaw puzzle with the same di�iculty 
level. The goal is to see which group can complete their jigsaw 
puzzle the fastest. However! Some pieces will be mixed around in 
other group’s jigsaw
puzzles. It’s up to the team to come up with a way to get those 
pieces back — either through negotiating, trading, exchanging 
team members, etc. Whatever they decide to do, they must decide 
as a group.
Objective: This activity will rely heavily on problem solving and 
leadership skills. Some team members might stand out and some 
might stand back, but it’s important to remember that the entire 
team must come to a consensus before a decision is made.

Truth & 
Lies



Ice Breakers

Time: 15 - 20 minutes
Number of Participants: Any
Skill Building: Problem Solving, Team Communications, Creativity
Tools Needed: Four or more objects
Rules: Pick four or more objects that are di�erent (or the same 
objects that look di�erent). Split all your participants into even 
teams. Describe a scenario where each team has to solve a
problem using only those objects. This can be anything from 
“You’re stranded on a desert island” to “You’re saving the world from 
Godzilla!” Have each team rank the objects based on their usefulness 
in that specific scenario, along with their reasoning.
Objective: This exercise inspires team creativity in problem solving. 
The idea is to not make the scenarios too easy so it becomes obvious 
which objects are most useful.

This is Better 
Than That

Time: 10 - 15 minutes
Number of Participants: Two or more people
Skill Building: Communication and Interpretation
Tools Needed: A picture, pen, and paper
Rules: Divide everyone into groups of two. Have the two individuals 
sitting back-to-back. Give one person the pen and paper and the 
other person the picture. The person with the picture describes the 
picture to their teammate without actually saying what it is. For 
example, if the image is a worm in an apple, do not say, Draw an 
apple with a worm in it. The person with the pen and paper draws 
what they think the picture depicts, based on the verbal description. 
Set a time limit for 10 - 15 minutes.
Objective: This is an activity that focuses on interpretation and 
communication. Once the drawing is finished, it’s always interesting 
to see how the drawer interprets their partner’s description.

Blind 
Drawing



Ice Breakers

Time:15 minutes+
Number of Participants: 2
Skill Building: Time Management
Tools: Deck of Playing Cards
Rules: This exercise requires two volunteers and two decks of playing 
cards. I give one deck of cards to each volunteer and then have them 
race to find the Ace of Spades. What they don’t know is that one deck 
is in order Ace – King, in the correct suits, and all facing the same
direction. The other deck is all mixed up and some cards are facing 
forwards and some backwards making it a lot harder to find the Ace 
of Spades. They have fun racing, but usually the person with the 
mixed deck gets frustrated or complains that it’s not fair. It’s fun and a 
good way to relate good organization skills to time management. 
Posted online by Clay Pennington

Ace of Spades

Time: 10-20 minutes
Number of Participants: (the more the better)
Skill Building: Trust and Communication
Rules: Have the participants stand up and form a circle. Start by 
saying and doing three things in this order: An adjective beginning 
with the same letter as your forename,your forename, and a gesture 
describing the adjective you mentioned before.mIn the next turn the 
last player’s right neighbour has to repeat what all his predecessors 
said and did (in the same order), followed by his own adjective, name 
and gesture. Game ends with the last person. A�er the game, most 
of the participants will be able to remember most of the other 
participants’ names, like burned Bernd, cycling Carsten, rocking 
Robert, naughty Nadine, … Some participants might even join
the current speaker by forming the words with their mouth and do 
the gestures together with him, and o�en they will help someone 
who gets stuck.

Tornado 
Tim

Reference: https://www.wrike.com/blog/team-building-games/

Time Management



Time Management

Time: 15 minutes
Number of Participants: Unlimited
Skill Building: Time Management
Tools: Paper and Pen
Rules: Ask the delegates to jot down 10 things they did at work 
yesterday ( no order, no prompts, no comments).Next, on a separate 
sheet of paper, ask them jot down the 5 topics that
they expect to discuss at their next appraisal/performance review. 
Have them look at the two lists together and mark in some way on 
the first list all the things which have a direct link to the
second list. (Delegates may try to make indirect links to justify why 
they did certain things!) The ‘light bulb’ moment is the recognition 
that we spend time on things which have little or no
consequence to our performance. I usually ask them to plot the list of 
10 things on an “Importance/Urgency” grid. They need to concentrate 
on the “important urgent/non-urgent (therefore, planned) activities.I 
like this activity as it clearly links performance with activity.
Posted online by Murali Iyer       

What I did 
Yesterday...

Time: 30 minutes+
Number of Participants: Unlimited
Skill Building: Time Management
Tools: Paper, Post-it-notes
Rules: Give the participants 3 pages with 24 squares (representing 
24 hours of a day) printed on them at various phases of the program. 
For the more finicky ones I have a sheet that further divides the Hour 
Square into 4 Quarters. First, hand the 1st page to them immediately 
a�er setting the context. Ask them to fill the squares (based on the 
time they spend) and label them with routine activities of their 
regular day like sleeping (6 hours = 6 squares), bathing, eating,
travel, TV time etc. Second, hand the 2nd page out a�er you’ve 
discussed “Time Wasters.” This time, ask them to fill the squares 
based on the time they spend on non-productive time at their
workplace like tea-breaks, water cooler chats, personal telephone 
calls and emails etc. Then, distribute the 3rd page. Ask them to 
collate the data from “Page 1” and “Page 2” on the 3rd Page. The 
empty squares represent their productive time. Using the 3rd page 
the participants are asked to identify activities from which they can 
Mine Time to increase their productive time.

Time 
Squared



Time Management

Time: 5 minutes
Number of Participants: Unlimited
Skill Building: Time management -This planning exercise is very 
simplistic in its approach, but it teaches participants the importance 
of planning, timing, and thinking on their feet.
Tools: Paper
Rules: Each participant is given a single sheet of paper and told that 
it’s absolutely necessary that they construct the tallest free-standing 
structure in just five minutes using no other materials. A�er the five 
minutes and a review of the structures, a discussion can be had
concerning who planned out their structure, who ran out of time, 
and what could be done di�erently next time.

The Paper 
Tower

great for prioritizing
Time: 1-1.5 minutes
Number of Participants: Unlimited
Skill Building: Time management
Tools Needed: Colored Blocks, Flip Chart and Pen.
Rules: Take blocks of di�erent colours put them on table and explain 
the task–each individual must pick up as many blocks as they can in 
the allocated time frame.They must pick up with their non-dominant 
hand.They may only pick up one block at a time.Give them a minute 
to minute and half. When time is up, record their name and number 
of blocks collected on a flip chart. Celebrate the winner, then spread 
out the blocks again for Phase 2. Before starting the second phase, 
arbitrarily assign values to the block colors (i.e. yellow block 1 point, 
red 2 points, etc.). Repeat the exercise. Now they must reflect the 
number of blocks as well as number of points. Debrief can then focus 
on the need to prioritize. 
Posted online by Kevin Smith

Colored 
Blocks 

trust



Time Management

Time: 15 - 30 minutes
Number of Participants: 5 - 20 people
Skill Building: Trust, Leadership and Communication
Tools Needed: Long piece of rope tied together and a blindfold for 
each person
Rules: Have your coworkers stand in a circle holding a piece of the 
rope. Then instruct everyone to put on their blindfold and set the 
rope on the floor. Have everyone take walk a short distance away 
from the circle. Next, ask everyone to come back and try to form a 
square with the rope without removing their blindfolds. Set a time 
limit to make it more competitive. To make it even more di�icult, 
instruct some team members to stay silent.
Objective: Focuses on strong communication and leadership skills. 
By instructing some team members to be silent, this game also 
requires an element of trust across the team, allowing team members 
to guide each other in the right direction.

The Perfect 
Square

Time: < 1 hour
Number of Participants: Two or more small groups
Skill Building: Team Bonding
Tools Needed: Pen and Paper
Rules: Break the group into teams of two or more. Make a list of goofy 
tasks for each team to do as a group. Tasks can include taking a selfie 
with a stranger, taking a picture of a building or object around the 
o�ice, etc. Give the list to each team, along with a deadline by which 
they must complete all tasks. Whoever completes the most tasks the 
quickest, wins!
Objective: Great team bonding exercise that helps break up o�ice 
cliques by encouraging people to work with colleagues from other 
teams, departments, or just social circles.   

Scavenger 
Hunt



Time Management

Time: 30 minutes
Number of Participants: Equal amount
Skill Building: Team Communication and Team work
Tools: Paper, Map, and Pens
Rules: The participants need to be split into two groups with an 
equal about of players in each group. This exercise also requires that 
the participants have paper, pens, and a map. The map can be of the 
state the participants are in, of the whole country, or of a specific 
area. The area the map covers doesn’t matter as much as the fact that 
each group needs a copy of the same map. Instruct the teams to plan 
a vacation, which must be planned within certain parameters.
Each group should be given a list of what they have for their trip, 
how much money they can use, what kind of car they will have, the 
size of its gas tank, m.p.g., the price of gas, the beginning and ending 
destination, and anything else you can think of. Each group should 
write down their travel plans and any group that runs out of money 
or gas will be disqualified. Awards can be given to the team that saw 
and did the most with what they had or for the most exhausting trip, 
the most relaxing, etc. The goal of team building exercises like this is 
to get coworkers working together as team with the common 
purpose of planning this trip in 30 minutes.

Road Map 
Game

communication

Time: 1 - 2 hours
Number of Participants: Two or more small groups
Skill Building: Team Communication, Team work and 
Problem Solving
Tools Needed: Assorted o�ice supplies
Rules: Split everyone o� into groups of three to five people and give 
each group an uncooked egg. Put all the o�ice supplies in a pile. They 
have 15 to 30 minutes to use the supplies to build a contraption 
around the egg that will keep the egg from breaking when dropped. 
Some suggestions for supplies are: tape, pencils, straws, plastic 
utensils, packing material, newspapers, rubber bands. Once time is 
up, drop each egg contraption from the second or third floor of your 
building and see which eggs survive the Eggpocalypse.
Objective: This classic team building game is an engaging (and 
messy) exercise. It uses teamwork and problem solving to bond 
team members. The more people the better, so this makes for an 
“eggcellent” corporate team building game! Make sure you have an 
extra supply of eggs in case some break (ew!) during the 
construction process.

The 
Egg Drop



Time Management

Time: 30 minutes+
Number of Participants: Unlimited
Skill Building: Positivity
Tools: None needed
Rules: In this activity, you will have all members sit in a circle. 
One-by-one, team members list a “rose” -- a positive work experience 
that happened to them that week -- a “thorn” -- a negative work 
experience that happened to them that week -- and a “bud” -- a work 
experience to which they’re looking forward next.The point of this 
activity is to help your team grow closer and respect that everyone 
has good days and bad days. Additionally, this exercise reminds 
customer support reps to be empathetic towards customers. Rather 
than being personally o�ended by rude comments, your reps can 
learn to treat them as that customer’s “thorn” of the day.

Rose, 
Thorn, Bud

Time: 15 - 30 minutes
Number of Participants: 8 - 20 people
Skill Building: Communication and Teamwork
Tools Needed: None
Rules: Have everyone stand in a circle facing each other, shoulder to 
shoulder. Instruct everyone to put their right hand out and grab a 
random hand of someone across from them. Then, tell them to put 
their le� hand out and grab another random hand from a di�erent 
person across the circle. Within a set time limit, the group needs to 
untangle the knot of arms without releasing their hands. If the group 
is too large, make multiple smaller circles and have the separate 
groups compete.
Objective: This game for team building relies heavily on good 
communication and teamwork. It also results in a lot of great stories 
for the water cooler chat in the workplace.

Human 
Knot



Time Management

Time: 30 minutes+
Number of Participants: Unlimited
Skill Building: Communication, Trust, and Listening
Tools: Inflatable beach ball and Permanent marker
Rules: Prior to the team-building activity day, purchase a large, 
inflatable beach ball. Blow up the ball, and with a permanent marker, 
write a variety of commands on the ball. The commands should be 
light hearted, but should encourage the participant to impart 
information about himself. Suggestions might be to tell your favorite 
joke, describe your favorite room in your home, quote your favorite 
movie line or state what television sitcom character you relate to the
most. Instruct participants to stand in a circle. Toss the ball to one 
person. When he catches the ball, he must choose the command that 
is closest to his le� thumb. A�er he speaks, he tosses the ball to 
someone else until all participants have had a turn.

Beach 
Ball Toss

Time: 15 minutes+
Number of Participants: Unlimited
Skill Building: Listening and Communication
Tools: Pen/Pencil, Paper, cup or bowl
Rules: Give each participant a piece of paper and a pen or pencil. Ask 
them to write down a question that they would like to ask to get to 
know someone else in the group. Instruct participants to create 
questions that require more than a simple yes or no as the answer. 
Fold all the questions and place them in a cup, bowl or other 
size-appropriate container. Have the participants sit in a circle and 
choose one person to start the activity. Ask them to retrieve one
question from the container and answer it. Pass the container until 
each participant has answered a question.

Questions 
in a Cup



Time Management

Time: 15 minutes or less
Number of Participants: Equal Amount
Skill Building: Reorganization and Communication
Tools: None
Rules: Divide the group into two lines facing one another. Pick a 
category, such as first names, and have both teams reorganize them-
selves alphabetically, as fast as they can. Then announce another 
category and repeat, and so on.

Reorganize

Time: 30 minutes+
Number of Participants: Equal Amount
Skill Building: Listening and Communication
Tools: Paper and Pen/Pencil
Rules: Choose a number of popular songs that everyone in the group 
will easily recognize. Write the names of these songs on small pieces 
of paper. There should be one piece of paper for each participant and 
only one song name on each piece of paper. Divide the number up so
that you will end up with equal numbered groups. Hand out one 
piece of paper to each team member. On command, each one should 
begin to hum the song they were given. Their goal is to find every 
other person who is humming the same song. Once the groups have 
been formed, members can make introductions and spend a few 
minutes getting to know each other. 

Hum That 
Tune

REORGANIZATION



Time Management

Time: 30 Minutes
Number of Participants: Unlimited
Skill Building: Organization
Tools: Candy
Rules: Give one piece of candy to everyone. Tell them not to eat it. 
Depending on the color or the type of treat, create a code that 
dictates what they’ll share with the group, such as chocolate
means a story about a something you did at work you’re proud of, 
and so forth.

Candy 
Confidential

Time: 15 minutes +
Number of Participants: Unlimited
Skill Building: Communication, Listening, and Organization
Tools: None
Rules: Everyone sits in a circle looking at one another. Pick someone 
to say what they like to do. The person to their right repeats that and 
adds something they’d rather do. This continues around the circle.

Rather This 
Than That



Time Management

Time: 10-15 minutes
Number of Participants: Unlimited
Skill Building: Problem solving and Listening
Tools: None
Rules: Line the group up behind a starting line. When you tell them, 
“Go!” they all have to cross the finish line at the same time. If they 
don’t succeed the first time have them try again until the do.

The Big Race

Time: 30 minutes -1 hour
Number of Participants: Equal Amount
Skill Building: Problem solving and Organization
Tools: Random Objects
Rules: Divide the group in half and place each team on opposite 
sides of the room. One person from each team leaves the room and
 together they choose one object in the room. When the people who 
le� return they go to the opposite team from which they le�. 
Each team asks the person who le� yes-or-no questions to try and 
figure out what the object they choose is. When they get the right 
answer, the team applauds to indicate they won. Now the two 
participants who le� join that winning team. The process continues 
with two new people

Reference: https://www.wrike.com/blog/team-building-games/
https://www.projectmanager.com/training/team-building-activities

https://blog.hubspot.com/service/quick-team-building-activities
https://www.huddle.com/blog/team-building-exercises/

http://agiletrail.com/2012/03/27/8-great-short-games-for-groups/
https://bizfluent.com/info-8093660-quick-simple-teambuilding-icebreaker-ideas.html

https://www.projectmanager.com/training/team-building-activities

The Guessing 
Game


